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Experience CPW
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CPW is happening!
Taking place April 11–14, CPW is 3.14 days and hundreds of events full of fun, crafts, panels, and new friends. 

Curious about a capella? Undecided on your favorite hack? Yearning to learn more about our secret campus tunnels? CPW will answer all of your questions, and we can't wait to meet you! 

CPW is for students only. But don't worry—we're hosting a virtual parents program in early April. We'll email you (at the email address on your application) detailed information about CPW in the coming months.  In the interim, don't forget to register for CPW by hitting that big orange button below!

xoxo,
your admissions frens




Register for CPW. right. now.
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Quest Log


Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to plan ahead




When to arrive

Check-in opens at 9 AM on Thursday, April 11, in the Student Center, building W20, right on Mass Ave. Thursday is designated as a travel day, with students arriving throughout the day. The Admitted Student Welcome begins at 8:30PM on Thursday.

There will be a free shuttle bus service from Logan Airport from 8 AM-9 PM on Thursday to bring you to campus. The shuttle bus will leave from the lower level of Terminal C – just look for the smiling people wearing CPW t-shirts!


When to depart

CPW programming officially ends at noon on Sunday. We will have a shuttle bus service to take you back to Logan Airport on Sunday, April 14 from 7AM-12PM. 


What to pack

One carry-on bag. Travel light. A carry-on suitcase with a backpack is a reasonable load.

Clothing. Cambridge weather is notoriously unpredictable. You’ll be out exploring both during the day and at night, so bring a jacket, preferably with a hood. Rain boots or some other waterproof shoes would be helpful. Lastly, you’ll be moving a lot, so bring your most comfortable and least fancy clothing and shoes.

Towels and other toiletries. Pretty self-explanatory. You’ll need to take a shower and stuff at some point. Right??

Sleeping stuff. This is something that you should discuss with your host. Do you need a sleeping bag? A pillow? A blanket? Is the room going to be steamy or chilly? Either way, you should be prepared to pack a sleeping bag and pillow.


WHERE will i STAY

All admitted students stay with a current undergraduate student. We will match you with a student host closer to CPW. Stay tuned for more information!


what will i eat

There is ample food served at events so you won’t go hungry and you’ll often see students cooking breakfast in their residences.

Students will also be able to use TechCash at dining options around campus. See Mobile ID for more info on TechCash.


under 18:CAMPUS ACCESS

If you are under 18, a parent or legal guardian will need to fill out your medical release form and the Consent and Liability Waiver before you can attend CPW. If you do not submit both of these, you will not be able to participate in CPW, even if you are already at check in – so make sure you take care of this! 


health check

A COVID test is not required to attend CPW, but if you are experiencing any symptoms, take a test before arriving to campus to ensure the wellbeing of yourself and the MIT community.


CAMPUS ACCESS:Tim tickets

Tim Tickets is a visitor pass and event check-in system that grants invited guests access to designated campus buildings. You will also be able to set up your Mobile ID which will give you tap access into buildings after hours and designated spaces like residence halls.

Invitations will be sent in early April, please check your CPW Portal for more updates.


CAMPUS ACCESS:Mobile ID

You will get an invitation to access your Mobile ID for campus access in early April. Your Mobile ID will enable you to use your phone for tap access into buildings and access your $20.28 in TechCash to be used at any MIT food vendor. In the event your phone does not work for tap access, you may print a physical MIT ID card at one of our self-serve card kiosks.


CPW policies

CPW prohibits disorderly conduct, which is defined as behavior that:

• is inherently or potentially unsafe to other persons, or to their personal property,

• and/or any behavior that disrupts the peace or interferes with the normal operation of the Institute orInstitute-sponsored activities.

This includes making unreasonable noise, damaging property, and obstructing pedestrian or vehicle traffic.

Our expectation is that you will not engage in behavior that endangers your physical and mental health, safety, welfare, or that of others. CPW prohibits reckless endangerment or physical and/or emotional abuse of others or oneself.

CPW is a substance-free weekend and participants are prohibited from partaking in substance use for the entirety of CPW.

Should a student fail to abide by these policies, MIT Admissions reserves the right to send you home and/or rescind your offer of admission.









class of '28 wallpaper
Download the Class of 2028 t-shirt design to use on your devices.

download now

Making MIT Affordable
Learn more about financial aid, apply for aid if you haven't yet, and learn how to set up a budget for MIT.
learn more

Office of the first year
OFY has all the resources to help you succeed academically, personally, and professionally as you transition into life at MIT.
explore
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